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Flynn Management & Contractors (Flynn MC) is a forward-looking 

construction solutions provider that works across a variety of sectors, 

including commercial, retail, leisure and hospitality, life science, 

healthcare and industrial. Established in 2004, the company has 

rapidly grown to become one of the top ten contractors in Ireland, 

and critically-acclaimed projects including the redevelopment of 

Bewley’s Café on Dublin’s Grafton Street, the complete landlord 

shell-and-core refurbishment of Cumberland House, and 

comprehensive upgrade works on the distinctive Irish Life building 

and public plaza.

Background

Flynn MC has always integrated technology within everything it does, 

seeing it as an enabler to complete the numerous ambitious projects 

international project – a commercial development in Denmark. With 

growth set to continue, the contractor is targeting revenues of €150 

million in 2018. 

However, Flyn

responsiveness as it scales the business. It realised that it needed to 

and exciting projects around Ireland and abroad and so approached 

Novi, the proactive information security and managed services 

provider, for its assistance. 

tractors, 

said: “At Flynn MC, we have always viewed technology as a key 

we have made it a priority to have access to the latest solutions and 

services from the most proactive partners in the market. We knew 

that Novi could help us to identify and implement the technologies 

that would really add value to the business.”

The solution

Having initially approached Novi to provide a solution which would 

both in Ireland and abroad, Flynn MC soon realised how leveraging 

Novi worked closely with the contractor to facilitate real-time access 

to the most up-to-date information for its employees, regardless of 

their location. As well as this, Flynn MC was eager to utilise Building 

its construction sites. 

BIM is an advanced process that involves the generation and 

management of digital representations for construction projects. 

This is extremely helpful at the initial stage of a project, as it allows 

those involved to identify potential clashes early in the design 

development and co-ordination process, thereby streamlining 

project reporting and quality control, including BCAR (Building 

savings through a leaner construction process.  

To ensure that Flynn MC is capable of running the resource intensive 

BIM application smoothly, Novi opted to migrate the contractor’s 

infrastructure to a hybrid cloud environment consisting of secure and 

scalable on-premise infrastructure and Microsoft’s cloud.

Derek Murphy said: “BIM has become a must-have in the construction 

industry, helping companies to reduce waste and construction costs 

while decreasing programme durations. From the beginning of our 

engagement, Novi was extremely proactive, quickly assessing our 

needs and designing a customised solution to upgrade our IT 

infrastructure to enable us to successfully provide our clients with 

BIM as a service.” 
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Background

Flynn MC has always integrated technology within everything it does, 

seeing it as an enabler to complete the numerous ambitious projects 

that it works on. The company recently commenced work on its �rst 

international project – a commercial development in Denmark. With 

growth set to continue, the contractor is targeting revenues of €150 

million in 2018. 

However, Flynn MC faced a challenge in retaining its �exibility and 

responsiveness as it scales the business. It realised that it needed to 

�nd a new solution that would help it to continue to work on new 

and exciting projects around Ireland and abroad and so approached 

Novi, the proactive information security and managed services 

provider, for its assistance. 
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said: “At Flynn MC, we have always viewed technology as a key 

business enabler that facilitates growth and e�ciency. For this reason 

we have made it a priority to have access to the latest solutions and 

services from the most proactive partners in the market. We knew 

that Novi could help us to identify and implement the technologies 

that would really add value to the business.”

The solution

Having initially approached Novi to provide a solution which would 

enable its employees to access �les as they travelled around sites 

both in Ireland and abroad, Flynn MC soon realised how leveraging 

additional technologies could be bene�cial to its future growth. 

Novi worked closely with the contractor to facilitate real-time access 

to the most up-to-date information for its employees, regardless of 

their location. As well as this, Flynn MC was eager to utilise Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) on its projects to improve e�ciency on 

its construction sites. 

BIM is an advanced process that involves the generation and 

management of digital representations for construction projects. 

This is extremely helpful at the initial stage of a project, as it allows 

those involved to identify potential clashes early in the design 

development and co-ordination process, thereby streamlining 

project reporting and quality control, including BCAR (Building 

Control and Regulations), and generating signi�cant cost and time 

savings through a leaner construction process.  

To ensure that Flynn MC is capable of running the resource intensive 

BIM application smoothly, Novi opted to migrate the contractor’s 

infrastructure to a hybrid cloud environment consisting of secure and 

scalable on-premise infrastructure and Microsoft’s cloud.

Derek Murphy said: “BIM has become a must-have in the construction 

industry, helping companies to reduce waste and construction costs 

while decreasing programme durations. From the beginning of our 

engagement, Novi was extremely proactive, quickly assessing our 

needs and designing a customised solution to upgrade our IT 

infrastructure to enable us to successfully provide our clients with 

BIM as a service.” 

Novi also worked closely with the contractor to improve its level of 

security and protect its systems from advanced threats. Emerging 

cyber security threats have a�ected every industry, and the 

construction sector is no di�erent. Cybercriminals may seek to gain 

access to tender information or even building plans that might prove 

valuable to competing organisations. As Novi’s work to enable 

remote working for Flynn MC would increase the number of mobile 

devices in circulation, it was especially important that enhanced 

security processes were implemented across the organisation.

Novi implemented an innovative security solution that combines a 

�rewall cluster with its new vulnerability and threat management 

service, PatchGuard. The Fortinet Firewall cluster helps to protect 

Flynn MC’s systems against incoming cyber-attacks while PatchGuard 

simpli�es the patch management process to further reduce risk.

The benefits

Following the successful completion of this project, Flynn MC now 

has a high-performance and �exible IT infrastructure that enables it 

to quickly mobilise resources for new projects anywhere in the world. 

Novi’s implementation of the hybrid cloud environment for Flynn MC 

has enabled its employees to access the most up-to-date information 

while on-site. The company‘s o�ces in Dublin, Limerick, Cork and 

Denmark are now completely interlinked, giving employees full 

access to all �les for every project, regardless of their location, and 

enabling them to collaborate more e�ectively.

The new IT infrastructure implemented by Novi has also facilitated 

the use of BIM across projects. This has reduced the contractor’s 

dependence on o�ine drawings and provided it with the ability to 

conduct virtual walkthroughs of new projects that can aid the 

identi�cation and resolution of potentially costly clashes before 

they occur.

Derek Murphy said: “The work carried out by Novi during this project 

has revolutionised how we do business. Flynn MC often has around 

20 projects in progress at any given time, which requires a huge 

amount of multitasking, and having access to the latest technologies 

such as BIM has resulted in better quality projects delivered faster for 

our customers.

“As well as this, Novi’s proactive approach to reducing cyber security 

risk has given us the con�dence to focus on our core business 

without having to worry about sophisticated threats that could 

damage our business. It’s great to now have Novi in our corner to 

monitor our systems and tackle potential issues before they occur.”

Continued support

Flynn MC chooses to outsource all of its IT needs instead of 

maintaining an in-house IT team, recognising the bene�t of deep 

expertise in this area. By collaborating with a technology partner that 

has the capacity, proactivity and right cultural �t, Flynn MC (and their 

clients) gets the most bene�ts and protection from the systems that 

it has in place. This was one of the primary reasons that Flynn MC 

chose Novi as its strategic partner in this area. Novi provides a 

structured, proactive service that allows Flynn MC’s team to focus on 

ongoing construction projects. One of Novi’s expert team routinely 

visits Flynn MC’s o�ces to assess, update and maintain the 

company’s systems and ensure that its IT infrastructure is working 

at maximum e�ciency. 

Novi monitors all customers’ systems on an ongoing basis from its 

advanced Proactive Service Centre at its headquarters in Naas, Co. 

Kildare. This level of ongoing support and maintenance dramatically 

reduces the risk of a cyber breach and associated brand damage.

Derek Murphy said: “The growth in complexity of IT systems in recent 

years has led to dramatically increased costs in maintaining an 

in-house IT function. For this reason,  we made the decision to 

completely outsource IT requirements. We only work with the best, 

and Novi’s proactivity and expertise has added real value to our 

business. We don’t have to worry about being constrained by our IT 

systems; instead we can scale rapidly without barriers safe in the 

knowledge that Novi is there to support our growth. Embracing the 

cloud in this project gives us additional �exibility and we’re looking 

forward to putting this new technology to the test as we take on 

more new projects, both in Ireland and abroad.”

George O’Dowd, managing director, Novi, said: “Flynn MC is 

responsible for some of Ireland’s most iconic construction projects. 

It takes a truly innovative approach to construction and views 

technology as an essential tool. Following this project, Flynn is now 

living in the cloud; its employees can now work remotely from any 

location and be guaranteed of complete access to their �les. 

Why Novi
·         Passion for helping customers grow through better IT

·         Proven cloud and security expertise

·         Proactive Service Model

·         Flexible managed security and services o�ering

The Features
·         All-new infrastructure

·         Scalable cloud based model

·         Advanced security

·         Performance and High availability

Novi helps Flynn Management & 
Contractors construct from the cloud

The Benefits
·         Mobile working

·         Quickly scale up or down

·         Real time collabration on projects

·         Platform for the latest BIM technology

·         Faster project turnaround time

·         Performance and realiability

The move to cloud also allows Flynn MC to take full advantage of 

game-changing applications such as BIM to deliver projects more 

e�ciently and collaboratively, optimising the outcome and 

delivering greater value to their clients every step of the way.

“Novi’s proactive approach made it the perfect partner to steer Flynn 

MC through the complex process of adopting cloud services. Our 

continued focus on security and structured support programme 

minimises the risk of data breach and ensures that systems continue 

to operate at peak performance. This solution gives Flynn MC the 

�exibility to grow both domestically and internationally and we’re 

looking forward to supporting the company as it focuses on new 

developments.”

About Novi

Novi is a proactive managed service provider that is passionate about 

helping customers grow through better, secure and more reliable IT. 

Its consistent proactivity and highly structured support systems 

reduce IT risks and burden, helping customers to grow faster. 

Through regular, scheduled onsite visits, coupled with proactive 24/7 

network monitoring and sophisticated data analytics, Novi detects 

issues before they become a problem, reducing unplanned system 

outages by a massive 70%. www.novi.ie

About Flynn Management & Contractors 

Flynn Management & Contractors is a forward-looking construction 

solutions provider to the commercial, retail, leisure/ hospitality, life 

science, healthcare and industrial/infrastructure sectors. 

Our ability to meet challenges and deliver projects on time and 

within budget is re�ected in high levels of repeat business and our 

long-term client relationships. Our reputation for excellence and our 

track-record of delivery are well demonstrated in our portfolio, which 

features a diverse range of projects for many of Ireland’s leading 

companies. http://www.�ynnmc.com
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Novi also worked closely with the contractor to improve its level of 

security and protect its systems from advanced threats. Emerging 

access to tender information or even building plans that might prove 

valuable to competing organisations. As Novi’s work to enable 

remote working for Flynn MC would increase the number of mobile 

devices in circulation, it was especially important that enhanced 

security processes were implemented across the organisation.

Novi implemented an innovative security solution that combines a 

service, PatchGuard. The Fortinet Firewall cluster helps to protect 

Flynn MC’s systems against incoming cyber-attacks while PatchGuard 

The benefits

Following the successful completion of this project, Flynn MC now 

to quickly mobilise resources for new projects anywhere in the world. 

Novi’s implementation of the hybrid cloud environment for Flynn MC 

has enabled its employees to access the most up-to-date information 

Denmark are now completely interlinked, giving employees full 

The new IT infrastructure implemented by Novi has also facilitated 

the use of BIM across projects. This has reduced the contractor’s 

conduct virtual walkthroughs of new projects that can aid the 

they occur.
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George O’Dowd, managing director, Novi, said: “Flynn MC is 

responsible for some of Ireland’s most iconic construction projects. 

It takes a truly innovative approach to construction and views 

technology as an essential tool. Following this project, Flynn is now 

living in the cloud; its employees can now work remotely from any 

location and be guaranteed of complete access to their �les. 

Why Novi
·         Passion for helping customers grow through better IT

·         Proven cloud and security expertise

·         Proactive Service Model

·         Flexible managed security and services o�ering

The Features
·         All-new infrastructure

·         Scalable cloud based model

·         Advanced security

·         Performance and High availability

Novi helps Flynn Management & 
Contractors construct from the cloud

The Benefits
·         Mobile working

·         Quickly scale up or down

·         Real time collabration on projects

·         Platform for the latest BIM technology

·         Faster project turnaround time

·         Performance and realiability

The move to cloud also allows Flynn MC to take full advantage of 

game-changing applications such as BIM to deliver projects more 

e�ciently and collaboratively, optimising the outcome and 

delivering greater value to their clients every step of the way.

“Novi’s proactive approach made it the perfect partner to steer Flynn 

MC through the complex process of adopting cloud services. Our 

continued focus on security and structured support programme 

minimises the risk of data breach and ensures that systems continue 

to operate at peak performance. This solution gives Flynn MC the 

�exibility to grow both domestically and internationally and we’re 

looking forward to supporting the company as it focuses on new 

developments.”

About Novi

Novi is a proactive managed service provider that is passionate about 

helping customers grow through better, secure and more reliable IT. 

Its consistent proactivity and highly structured support systems 

reduce IT risks and burden, helping customers to grow faster. 

Through regular, scheduled onsite visits, coupled with proactive 24/7 

network monitoring and sophisticated data analytics, Novi detects 

issues before they become a problem, reducing unplanned system 

outages by a massive 70%. www.novi.ie

About Flynn Management & Contractors 

Flynn Management & Contractors is a forward-looking construction 

solutions provider to the commercial, retail, leisure/ hospitality, life 

science, healthcare and industrial/infrastructure sectors. 

Our ability to meet challenges and deliver projects on time and 

within budget is re�ected in high levels of repeat business and our 

long-term client relationships. Our reputation for excellence and our 

track-record of delivery are well demonstrated in our portfolio, which 

features a diverse range of projects for many of Ireland’s leading 

companies. http://www.�ynnmc.com
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Flynn Management & Contractors (Flynn MC) is a forward-looking 

construction solutions provider that works across a variety of sectors, 

including commercial, retail, leisure and hospitality, life science, 

healthcare and industrial. Established in 2004, the company has 

rapidly grown to become one of the top ten contractors in Ireland, 

employing more than 150 sta� and with annual revenues of €106 

million in 2017. Flynn MC has worked on a number of high-pro�le 

and critically-acclaimed projects including the redevelopment of 

Bewley’s Café on Dublin’s Grafton Street, the complete landlord 

shell-and-core refurbishment of Cumberland House, and 

comprehensive upgrade works on the distinctive Irish Life building 

and public plaza.

Background

Flynn MC has always integrated technology within everything it does, 

seeing it as an enabler to complete the numerous ambitious projects 

that it works on. The company recently commenced work on its �rst 

international project – a commercial development in Denmark. With 

growth set to continue, the contractor is targeting revenues of €150 

million in 2018. 

However, Flynn MC faced a challenge in retaining its �exibility and 

responsiveness as it scales the business. It realised that it needed to 

�nd a new solution that would help it to continue to work on new 

and exciting projects around Ireland and abroad and so approached 

Novi, the proactive information security and managed services 

provider, for its assistance. 

Derek Murphy, �nancial director, Flynn Management & Contractors, 

said: “At Flynn MC, we have always viewed technology as a key 

business enabler that facilitates growth and e�ciency. For this reason 

we have made it a priority to have access to the latest solutions and 

services from the most proactive partners in the market. We knew 

that Novi could help us to identify and implement the technologies 

that would really add value to the business.”

The solution

Having initially approached Novi to provide a solution which would 

enable its employees to access �les as they travelled around sites 

both in Ireland and abroad, Flynn MC soon realised how leveraging 

additional technologies could be bene�cial to its future growth. 

Novi worked closely with the contractor to facilitate real-time access 

to the most up-to-date information for its employees, regardless of 

their location. As well as this, Flynn MC was eager to utilise Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) on its projects to improve e�ciency on 

its construction sites. 

BIM is an advanced process that involves the generation and 

management of digital representations for construction projects. 

This is extremely helpful at the initial stage of a project, as it allows 

those involved to identify potential clashes early in the design 

development and co-ordination process, thereby streamlining 

project reporting and quality control, including BCAR (Building 

Control and Regulations), and generating signi�cant cost and time 

savings through a leaner construction process.  

To ensure that Flynn MC is capable of running the resource intensive 

BIM application smoothly, Novi opted to migrate the contractor’s 

infrastructure to a hybrid cloud environment consisting of secure and 

scalable on-premise infrastructure and Microsoft’s cloud.

Derek Murphy said: “BIM has become a must-have in the construction 

industry, helping companies to reduce waste and construction costs 

while decreasing programme durations. From the beginning of our 

engagement, Novi was extremely proactive, quickly assessing our 

needs and designing a customised solution to upgrade our IT 

infrastructure to enable us to successfully provide our clients with 

BIM as a service.” 

Novi also worked closely with the contractor to improve its level of 

security and protect its systems from advanced threats. Emerging 

cyber security threats have a�ected every industry, and the 

construction sector is no di�erent. Cybercriminals may seek to gain 

access to tender information or even building plans that might prove 

valuable to competing organisations. As Novi’s work to enable 

remote working for Flynn MC would increase the number of mobile 

devices in circulation, it was especially important that enhanced 

security processes were implemented across the organisation.

Novi implemented an innovative security solution that combines a 

�rewall cluster with its new vulnerability and threat management 

service, PatchGuard. The Fortinet Firewall cluster helps to protect 

Flynn MC’s systems against incoming cyber-attacks while PatchGuard 

simpli�es the patch management process to further reduce risk.

The benefits

Following the successful completion of this project, Flynn MC now 

has a high-performance and �exible IT infrastructure that enables it 

to quickly mobilise resources for new projects anywhere in the world. 

Novi’s implementation of the hybrid cloud environment for Flynn MC 

has enabled its employees to access the most up-to-date information 

while on-site. The company‘s o�ces in Dublin, Limerick, Cork and 

Denmark are now completely interlinked, giving employees full 

access to all �les for every project, regardless of their location, and 

enabling them to collaborate more e�ectively.

The new IT infrastructure implemented by Novi has also facilitated 

the use of BIM across projects. This has reduced the contractor’s 

dependence on o�ine drawings and provided it with the ability to 

conduct virtual walkthroughs of new projects that can aid the 

identi�cation and resolution of potentially costly clashes before 

they occur.

Derek Murphy said: “The work carried out by Novi during this project 

has revolutionised how we do business. Flynn MC often has around 

20 projects in progress at any given time, which requires a huge 

amount of multitasking, and having access to the latest technologies 

such as BIM has resulted in better quality projects delivered faster for 

our customers.

“As well as this, Novi’s proactive approach to reducing cyber security 

risk has given us the con�dence to focus on our core business 

without having to worry about sophisticated threats that could 

damage our business. It’s great to now have Novi in our corner to 

monitor our systems and tackle potential issues before they occur.”

Continued support

Flynn MC chooses to outsource all of its IT needs instead of 

maintaining an in-house IT team, recognising the bene�t of deep 

expertise in this area. By collaborating with a technology partner that 

has the capacity, proactivity and right cultural �t, Flynn MC (and their 

clients) gets the most bene�ts and protection from the systems that 

it has in place. This was one of the primary reasons that Flynn MC 

chose Novi as its strategic partner in this area. Novi provides a 

structured, proactive service that allows Flynn MC’s team to focus on 

ongoing construction projects. One of Novi’s expert team routinely 

visits Flynn MC’s o�ces to assess, update and maintain the 

company’s systems and ensure that its IT infrastructure is working 

at maximum e�ciency. 

Novi monitors all customers’ systems on an ongoing basis from its 

advanced Proactive Service Centre at its headquarters in Naas, Co. 

Kildare. This level of ongoing support and maintenance dramatically 

reduces the risk of a cyber breach and associated brand damage.
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completely outsource IT requirements. We only work with the best, 
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such as BIM has resulted in better quality projects delivered faster for 

our customers.
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without having to worry about sophisticated threats that could 
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